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Focus

§We try to summarize here the items that  
§have characterized the past year 
§define the current DPM dev status 
§suggest a direction for the future steps 

§Main aspects that have been considered 
and remain our focus 
§Consolidation 
§Performance 
§High quality HTTP, WebDAV, Xrootd, GridFTP 
support
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Status
§Natively Grid-aware Multi-VO Multi-protocol storage 
system 

§DPM 1.8.8 (DMLite bundle 0.6.2) was released in April, 
available in May 
§Good release I’d say. 

§Just one hiccup of  the rewritten GridFTP frontend: the backward 
compatibility with FTS2. Was fixed immediately 

§Metadata performance was a bit better than 1.8.7, scalability too 
§Still too much space for improving performance 

!

§DPM 1.8.9 (DMLite bundle 0.7) went RC on the 1st of  
Sept 
§Consolidation, maintainability and performance leap
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2014: Consolidation
§Making things stable, understandable, keeping the steady state 
with little manpower. Focus on quality. 

§Example: The bookkeeping effort (that’s not ‘management’!) was 
deadly 
§2-3 alive Jira versions for 32 components, all in the same page 

§Each one with many tickets attached, of  course 
§Sorting can just be manual (it’s a Jira feature) 

§“Let’s see the roadmap” was a very difficult operation 
§Example: 

§Very cumbersome to keep track of  individual versions of  our 
own packages to compose a development environment to work 
on 

§Result was: less time to work on components and polish them 
§Uncertainty sometimes… “do I have the right stuff?”
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2014: Consolidation

§Direction: cut useless effort. We manage 3 
projects, not 32: 

§DPM 
§LFC 
§Dynamic Federations 
§… and all of  their components are shared 

§The core dmlite plugins now have the same 
version number, and mixing by mistake is not 
possible 
§We can reproduce things and test more easily
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2014: Consolidation

§ Idea: Make “DPM version X.Y.Z” a more 
meaningful information. 
§No one really remembers what is the name 
and version of  each dmlite plugin that 
composed e.g. 1.8.6. 

§At the same time users and sysadmins demand 
precision. 
§“Did that version have this feature/bug?” We 
must always know the answer. 

§Version information must be precise and 
simple, and things reproducible.
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2014: Consolidation
§Same version number to companion dmlite components 
§Source tree restructuring. 6 components come together now. They 
can’t be out of  sync. Just one SRPM produces all the RPMs 

§The same version number applies to all of  them: 
§Core, adapter, config, memcache, mysql, profiler 

§ “DMLite 0.7” means a specific feature set that we can track 
§Keep separated only the frontends and the experimental things 
§RPM deps structure stays strictly the same as before 
§Now the active Jira version items are 7-8 

§More manageable then 40-50, maybe still too many, as Jira 
was basically designed with just one in mind 

§Now I can track what’s happening in ~1hour. In 1-2 days I can do 
a survey of  the tickets 

§Benefits of  this in 1.8.9 and future
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2014: Consolidation
§Attention to guaranteeing compatibility for the C API (best effort) 
§Doable: The C API is a wrapper on the core DMLite C++ functionalities 
!

§1.8.9: The C++ API has been withdrawn from the public headers 
§ It’s not a wrapper, difficult to keep it stable (never happened so far) 
§Moved into a “private” header package 
§We use it, we maintain it, it’s not frozen, as DPM is not. 
§An external dev can still use it and get support, knowing that it’s 
not dead. 
!

§Consolidate the setup of  a dmlite-based system into a DPM 
§YAIM and Puppet have been the agents that give to a bunch of  
plugins the shape of  a DPM
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2014: Consolidation
§Hence, DPM is: 

§A set of  components blessed as well working together 
§the legacy daemons (dpm, dpns, rfio, srm) 
§front ends (xrootd, httpd, gsiftp) 
§DMLite core + backend plugins (adapter, mysql, profiler, etc) 

§A default configuration, given by Puppet templates 

!

§Brave sysadmins can change this and give other 
functionalities, drifting towards developing. Examples are: 
§Frantisek’s VFS namespace, using a file system instead of  mysql 
§HDFS and S3 backends 
§The Dynamic Federations project and the Ugr DMLite backend
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Performance
§Quite some work on performance 
§memcached is nowadays part of  the standard install 
§Remove interactions with dpm/dpns in the data read path 

§Now they are just sporadic 

§Up to a 10x difference (peak) from 1.8.8 to 1.8.9 in 
opening files 

§Trigger: Federica’s CMS graphs. Troubleshooting a couple 
of  those sites helped understanding. (See Federica’s talk 
tomorrow) 

§Goal: to exceed the perf  requirements of  the experiments 
§There is additional margin, we will see in the future 
releases if  it’s worth the effort 

§See the talk on DPM performance during the workshop
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Thank you YAIM
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Thank you YAIM

§YAIM-DPM maintenance and support ended in 
August 

§The puppet-based setup has been stable since 
many months 

§Puppet is our best suggestion 
§Sysadmins can use our templates and manifests 
§And integrate them into their “Agile” infrastructures 
§Or just use them standalone, in a YAIM-ish fashion 
§Puppet applies performance-related settings that 
YAIM did not know about 

§See talks by Andrea tomorrow
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NEW: Realtime monitoring
§The “dmlite-profiler” plugin now supports the Xrootd 
monitoring specs 

§Can send data to GLED collectors 
§Supports multiple protocols and DMLite frontends 
§Can send realtime mon info about GridFTP or HTTP to the 
existing Xrootd monitoring infrastructure (!) 

!
§Data can be seen in the Dashboard app. The results are 
amazing 
§Example: we immediately spotted a guy who was using our testbed 
for doing his own ipv6 tests 
!

§See the Realtime Monitoring and Dashboard talks later today
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NEW: Logging in 1.8.9
§Powerful new DMLite logging subsystem 
§Log by levels, log by components 
§Final filter through syslog 
§Low overhead, type-safe macros, NULL-pointer proof  
§Thousands of  log lines added to ALL the dmlite-based 
components 
!

§Huge effort which pays in terms of  ease of  maintenance 
and troubleshooting 

§One can now troubleshoot much more easily 
§Also gives a much clearer idea of  the DMLite plugins 
workflow
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NEW: Logging in 1.8.9

§Log verbosity, in the config file: 
§LogLevel=[0..5]!
!

§Normally logs all the components 
!

§Log selected components if  at least one Log directive 
is present 
§Log <componentname>!
§Where the names are like “unregistered, Adapter, 
Memcache, Mysql, Oracle, Profiler, ProfilerTimings” 

§No “Log” directive means “Log everything”
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Logging example: a memcache miss
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.740149+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Memcache	  getValFromLocalKey	  :	  ExiMng.	  No	  value	  found.	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.740164+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Memcache	  getValFromMemcachedKey	  :	  starMng	  to	  retrieve	  value	  from	  memcached:	  key:	  STAT:/dpm/cern.ch/home	  length:	  22	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.740230+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Memcache	  getValFromMemcachedKey	  :	  successfully	  retrieved	  value	  from	  memcached,	  key:	  STAT:/dpm/cern.ch/home	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.740239+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Memcache	  getValFromMemcachedKey	  :	  ExiMng	  with	  value	  from	  memcached.	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.740249+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Profiler	  extendedStat	  :	  path:	  /dpm/cern.ch/home,	  follow:	  1	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.740265+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Mysql	  extendedStat	  :	  	  parent:0	  name:/	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.740468+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Mysql	  execute	  :	  ExecuMng:	  0x7f75ec046f40	  nParams_:	  2	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.740550+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Mysql	  execute	  :	  Executed:	  0x7f75ec046f40	  nParams_:	  2	  nrows:18446744073709551615	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.740572+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Mysql	  extendedStat	  :	  ExiMng.	  parent:0	  name:/	  sz:1	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.740625+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Mysql	  extendedStat	  :	  	  parent:0	  name:/	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.740819+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Mysql	  execute	  :	  ExecuMng:	  0x7f75ec046f40	  nParams_:	  2	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.740940+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Mysql	  execute	  :	  Executed:	  0x7f75ec046f40	  nParams_:	  2	  nrows:18446744073709551615	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.740961+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Mysql	  extendedStat	  :	  ExiMng.	  parent:0	  name:/	  sz:1	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.741016+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Mysql	  extendedStat	  :	  	  parent:2	  name:dpm	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.741222+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Mysql	  execute	  :	  ExecuMng:	  0x7f75ec040300	  nParams_:	  2	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.741355+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Mysql	  execute	  :	  Executed:	  0x7f75ec040300	  nParams_:	  2	  nrows:18446744073709551615	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.741381+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Mysql	  extendedStat	  :	  ExiMng.	  parent:2	  name:dpm	  sz:1	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.741438+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Mysql	  extendedStat	  :	  	  parent:3	  name:cern.ch	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.741624+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Mysql	  execute	  :	  ExecuMng:	  0x7f75ec040300	  nParams_:	  2	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.741753+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Mysql	  execute	  :	  Executed:	  0x7f75ec040300	  nParams_:	  2	  nrows:18446744073709551615	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.741778+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Mysql	  extendedStat	  :	  ExiMng.	  parent:3	  name:cern.ch	  sz:1	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.741835+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Mysql	  extendedStat	  :	  	  parent:4	  name:home	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.742029+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Mysql	  execute	  :	  ExecuMng:	  0x7f75ec040030	  nParams_:	  2	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.742273+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Mysql	  execute	  :	  Executed:	  0x7f75ec040030	  nParams_:	  2	  nrows:18446744073709551615	  
2014-‐09-‐19T14:22:14.742297+02:00	  lxfsra10a01	  h`pd.event[12384]:	  dmlite	  Mysql	  extendedStat	  :	  ExiMng.	  parent:4	  name:home	  sz:1	  
…	  
…
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Continuous build and testing

§Our workflow proved to be very reliable 
§Helped us a lot to use well our time 
!

§Still valid the diagram of  last year, will not 
change it 

§We do a little more testing with respect to 
it 
§Through the WAN HC (See presentation later 
today)
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External EPEL-testing Testbeds
§Thanks to all who provided one 
§What’s a testbed: 

§A small DPM setup running EPEL-testing 
§yum autoupdate is on 
§ firewall lets Xrootd, HTTP, gridFTP 

§Broaden the scope of  the tests 
§Make all of  us confident that upgrading is safe 
§Please confirm: 

§GridPP (Thanks Wahid!) 
§ZCU (Thanks Frantisek!) 
§Brunel is coming with two, EPEL-test and trunk Xrd4 (Thanks Raul!) 
§ Imperial London 
§LAPP is nearly there 
§Brazil is coming
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Trunk and RC testing

§Our main internal testbeds 
§Up 99% of  the time 
§We also can support some external 
volunteers 

§Particular things, e.g. testing dpm-xrootd 
4 before its release 

§Raul (Brunel) is doing this
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Summary: 1.8.9 bird’s view

§dmlite 0.7.1 
§ Includes mysql, config, profiler, memcache, 
adapter 

§dpm-dsi 1.9.3 
§dpm-xrootd 3.3.6 
§webdav 0.15 
§ lcgdm 1.8.9
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Summary: 1.8.9 highlights
§Logging 
§Consolidation, continuous testing LAN and WAN 
§Performance 
§ In-memory caching of  pool/fs info in DMLite adapter 
§Bye bye YAIM, welcome Puppet 
§Realtime multiprotocol monitoring Xrootd-like 
§Reduce the time each MySQL conn is held (means less 
connections used) 

§Memcache improvements, local memory caching of  always-
accessed information 

§dpm-listspaces Glue2 additions and fixes to the calculations 
§LCGDM core: little fixes 
§Released the ARGUS poller to EMI3
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Evolution
§Adapt to a changing landscape of  tools/libs/etc 
§Adapt to the evolving requirements of  users E.g.: 

§The CMS performance requirements 
§—> (see tomorrow’s talk by Federica) 

§The new DMLite shell 
§Draining and Rebalancing tools 
§HTML powerful interfaces 

§Go towards user-friendly interfaces 

§Xrootd for no compromise on wire performance 
§HTTP/WebDAV for talking to other communities 
§HTTP/WebDAV to have browser-based cloud-ish 
interfaces
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Evolution

§Steady push for a stable situation as solid base 
§Automatic Perfsuite performance crosschecks every 
day (see talk later today) 

§Automatic continuous WAN performance/functional 
tests with HammerCloud (see same talk) 
!

§Reduce the complexity and the effort 
§Add features by removing 
§Try to reduce or remove any usage of  rfio in the dmlite 
side
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Documentation and website
§We are planning a refurbishment of  the LCGDM site 
(trac pages) 
§ invisible to the search engines 
§outdated look respect to the other new grid tools (e.g. FTS, 
GFAL2, Davix, etc…) 

§We are using Drupal to compose a sort of  “front site”, 
pointing to trac, to start with 
§Prototype available, only inside CERN 

§We may then incrementally migrate the trac pages to 
something else 
§Might be a TWiki server 
§To be decided when and how 
§Quite workforce demanding
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Explorative things
§Explore features that will likely be needed next 
§Try to see if  a new thing can be a possible evolution 
§ Interfaces for explicit file placement 

§We should think at rewriting dpm-drain using WebDAV and a bit of  pyDMLite 
§What about making it also a rebalancer tool ? 
§What about a hot files replicator (since now we have the monitoring info in realtime) ? 
§This can be the same tool with different options. Nice challenge to make it a quality tool. 
Good visibility. Volunteers? 

§Clouds. Will our plugins be used to grid-ify isolated cloud storages? 
§S3 
§HDFS 

§VFS 
§Dynamic Federations going strong 

§ Impressive performance 
§LHCb prototype, covering many sites 
§ATLAS toy prototype 
§SOON: integrating native S3 
§Will start new dev cycle next week 
§Will add it to the HC WAN tests at some point :-)
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Speculative things
§We would like the DMLite part not to depend anymore on dpm/rfio 
§Maybe the toughest challenge: separate legacy protocols and 
components from the new stacks 
§Obvious advantages: maintainability, performance, cost, 
scalability 
!

§The current status: 
§dmlite-adapter uses dpm/rfio features directly 
§gridftp tunnels data through dmlite-adapter (hence rfio) if  redir 
support is off  (default, see Andrey’s talk) 

§dpm (daemon) still coordinates writes, space and pools 
§Space/pools information is cached in memory inside dmlite-
adapter to eliminate a bad bottleneck
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Speculative things
§Can we imagine to simplify the concepts of  pool and spacetoken ? 
§Originally pools were meant to model  

§characteristics of  disk drives (e.g. fast/slow) 
§usage patterns (analysis/bulk storage/volatile) 

§This never made sense to me. If  I store something is to read it back. 
!

§I am not sure that they have been used very much 
§My impression is that they were defined just because it is mandatory to define them 
§My impression is that the definition was a bit restrictive 
§My impression is that the implementation was involuted 
!

§A symptom of  this is the extreme difficulty in calculating free space 
§dpm-listspaces has a very complex implementation trying to fix the numbers in 
many ways and many places 

!
§Can we imagine to simplify all this and start talking about 

§Space management ( = simplified quotas) on top level directories 
§Labelling disks instead of  hardcore involuted pooling implementations
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Speculative things

§Can we use HTTP/DAV as an rfio replacement? 
§Davix seems to have all the features to support this 

!

§Can we imagine a new alternative dpm 
(daemon) implementation that uses only 
dmlite things and WebDAV to speak to servers? 
§ I start thinking that we may be getting closer 
than we expected 

§The difficulty may be users sticking to dpns/
dpm/rfio/srm, and old tools
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Conclusions

§Natively Multi-VO Multi-protocol storage 
system 

§Goals: flexibility and ease of  setup 
§1.8.8 was a good release 
§1.8.9 is another step forward 
§Consolidation: make version numbers clear 
§Performance: meet or exceed the 
requirements 

§Bye bye YAIM, welcome Puppet 
§Clear and strong evolution path
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